About our team
Ellsworth is a self-taught chef who relies
on quality local ingredients and a high
level of taste to guide his menu
development. His ability to incorporate
interesting concepts and textures to
traditional comfort food sets him aside
from the pool of regional caterers.
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In recent years, Ellsworth has taken the
coveted Blue Ribbon award for two
consecutive years during the annual
sold out Louisiana Saturday Night
cooking competition and also boasts the winning Best in Show
recognition for his shrimp bisque during the 2009 Roxbury/
Fleischmanns Top Chef event.
The Ate O Ate staﬀ is a team of well trained individuals who take pride in
their friendly professional service. They have been working together
since the start and fully understand the hospitality industry. Our
bartenders are TIPS certified and our entire crew works from start to
finish to create the recipe for an extraordinary event.
From Duck Gumbo with Crispy Cracklin’s and Asian Braised Pork
Cheeks to the renowned lovingly braised short rib Ate o Ate will work
with you to develop a custom menu best suited for your catered or food
truck event.
“The whole process from the first tasting through the end of the night
Saturday was great, customer service is 5 star and all of their staﬀ were
excellent.”
Katie and Kevin

Location
Ate O Ate Catering
5030 Vega Mountain Rd., PO Box 291
Roxbury, NY 12474
607.326.3392 ~ ateoatecatering.com
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Catering Services
Ate O Ate oﬀers full service wedding and special events catering
in and around the Catskill Mountains in upstate, New York.
Located in the historic hamlet of Roxbury, Ate o Ate oﬀers all
levels of catering to accommodate your budget and customized
event. From platinum high end menus and service to a gourmet
bbq to a casual and fun oﬀ the truck event, Ate O Ate is rapidly
becoming known as one of the Catskills premier caterers.
Ate O Ate was voted number one caterer by the Catskill Mountain
News Best Service Awards for three consecutive years, and
garnered
Delaware Chamber of Commerce New Business of
Servingthe
Sizes
the Year award in 2014.

“To make a long story short, we couldn’t be happier with our decision to
hire AteOAte! Their truck is super cool and chic, their food is delicious and
unique, their staff is amazing, and they did everything they could to really
make our wedding perfect.”
Lindsay and Bill

The Food Truck
Our food truck is a state of the art
commercial kitchen fully equipped to
meet all your needs and standards.
When Ate O Ate is not catering private
events and weddings, we are out on
the street serving our loyal and local
customers.
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